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of London," he had "bestowed my time in teaching yong Gentlemen in the Countrie, where  I
continue with a verie worshipfull Gentleman, and read to his sonnes in his owne house,"1
That Sir Francis Walsingham was a patron of Gosson may have been one reason why Philip
Sidney not-only did not make any public retort to "The School of Abuse," dedicated to himself in
1579, but even protected the writer.
Nothing would have been easier than for the nephew of the Chancellor o£ Oxford to have
crushed from the height of his great prestige the obscure Oxonian. But Sidney's "Defense of Poesie,"
though most likely provoked by Gosson's sweeping denunciations, was circulated in MS. among per-
sonal friends. It did not become known to the outer world until nine years after Sidney's death.5* But
that Walsingham, Sidney, and the Earl of Oxford were largely responsible for the great improvement
in the status of the drama appears more than likely. Gosson's censures were upon the sort of plays
produced at Blackfriars and other public theatres. His conviction that the lotv types of players would
oppose all attempts to elevate their art and morals, and that only persons independent of and far above
them could achieve the necessary "cleansing," shows his robust common-sense. His protest bore
fruit even beyond his best hopes.3
l"Playes Confuted.'' Sig: A.f (B.M. No. 0.39. a. 33.)
2" An Apologie for Poetrie. Written by the right noble, vertuous, and learned Sir Philip Sidney,
Knight. Oat profanum vulgtis, et arcco. At London. Printed for Henry Olney, and are to be sold
at his shop in Paules Church-yard, at the signe of the George, neere to Cheap-gate. Anno, 7595."
(Piratically published).
3 In the General Introduction to the Mermaid Series of English Dramatists, pp. ix-x, the editor makes
the following statements:
"Essayists like Sir Philip Sidney . . . tried by their precepts and practise to introduce  the
classical style of dramatic composition into England.   They severely criticised the rhymed plays
in which the populace delighted.   It seemed for a time as though these ' courtly makers' might
divert the English Drama from its spontaneously chosen path into  the  .precise  and  formal
channels of pedantic imitation."   But "neither the nobility nor the universities were destined to
control the theatre of England.   That had already become the possession of the people."
It would be difficult to compress more misunderstanding into a single paragraph.   As Sidney
himself confessed his " barbarousness" in delighting in the popular ballad of Douglas and Percy,
and as he was gently sarcastic about pedants, to represent him as a pedantic kill-joy is most
astonishing.   What the public theatre was like when it was left to actors who only strove to please
the grossest minds, Gosson has indicated; and ^that the evolution of the drama to a sublime art was
due to the influence and protection of the .aristocracy is so undeniable that the opposite statement
Stow's statement that the Queen had not her own players till 1583, must not be taken to mean
that she had no plays. The author of the 3 volume " History of Hampton Court Palace," Mr.
Ernest Law, C.B., found many details as to "masques and plays at Hampton Court during the
Christmastides of 1572, 1575, and 1576." In his "Short History of Hampton Court" (1929) pp. 187-
188, he again refers to tie entries in the account books as conclusively proving—contrary to the
now " prevalent notion,—that the scenic effects in the Elizabethan drama were of the most elaborate,
realistic and gorgeous kind": which he describes; quoting also various instructions as to the
"airing, repairing1, amending, brushing, spunging, rubbing, wiping, sweeping, cleaning, putting in
order, folding, laying up, and sate bestowing of the garments, vestures, apparel, disguismgs,
properties and furniture, . . . which else would be mouldy, musty, moth-eaten and rotten,"

